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EXPOPROTECTION:
FICHET INNOVATES
FROM SIMPLY NECESSARY TO
VALUE-CREATING SECURITY
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The ExpoProtection professional fair held in
Paris (September 28-30, 2021) will showcase
Fichet Group’s capacity to mobilize expertise
and creativity to offer innovative concepts to its
clients
—taking full advantage of new technologies to
create safer living for everyone.

FRENCH EXPERTISE IN THE SERVICE OF
PROTECTING HIGH-RISK SITES
Security is now a strategic factor in the creation of added
value for all organizations. With its threefold expertise in
building protection, secure storage of valuables and
electronic security, Fichet designs certified active and
passive security solutions enabling its clients to operate
safely in a world of ever-changing physical and cyber risks.
Fichet Group’s manufacturing capacity rests on two
company-owned production sites in France. This local
implantation reflects our commitment to preserve an
innovative and attractive industrial fabric in our home
country. Thanks to these technologically advanced
infrastructures, Fichet Group maintains full control over all
processes - from product design to serial production - in
compliance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001
standards.

SECURITY DOORS AND PARTITIONS AT THE
HEART OF SAFE BUILDINGS
Fichet is France’s leading manufacturer of security doors,
windows and walls. Partnerships with state security – army,
police and Gendarmerie services – have allowed our Group
to design new products answering the diversity of threats
and modes of operation.
DorTek security doors: upgraded resistance to answer
combined risks
This range of armor-plated security doors with full panels or
infills offers certified ballistic resistance up to the highest
levels (grade FB7). A tailor-made solution that can be
combined with other type of protection, e.g. break-in
resistance.

ELECTRONIC SECURITY: A MUST COMPONENT
FOR PASSIVE PROTECTION AND SEAMLESS
SECURITY
Also a reference provider in the field of electronic security
systems integration, Fichet offers solutions for environment
monitoring, early detection of suspicious activity and
qualification of risk situations in order to allow operators to
anticipate and react efficiently. Widely acknowledged for
their ergonomics, these site-supervision solutions integrate
CCTV, intrusion detection and access control systems to
interact with all devices protecting your buildings.

COM’IN: AN EXCLUSIVE NEW PRODUCT
UNVEILED AT EXPOPROTECTION
Simplified and fully secure management of visitors
Fichet is about to launch its new Com’In module for simplified management of
all visitor processing operations—total friendliness preserving compliance with
site security constraints. Com’in takes advantage of the most recent webbased technologies and can implemented both with cloud and local hosting on
your premises. Its visitor terminal is also 100% “touchless”. This solution allows
you to anticipate visits, plan ahead for necessary resources and even adapt them
automatically to peak times. Monitoring of visitors occurs in real time and
provides clear reporting with explicit indicators and alerts.

FIRE-RESISTANT SAFES AND CABINETS
A leader in safe storage solutions, Fichet has acquired
more than 200 years of expertise through the long
history of Fichet-Bauche. This flagship brand offers
physical protection solutions against unauthorized
access, fire and theft. We design, manufacture and
install a full range of safes, fire-resistant cabinets and
vaults. All products are certified in accordance with the
most stringent European standards.

BlasTek and DarTek partitions for multi-resistance
against new levels of threat

InviKtus: unique safes with threefold protection against theft,
fire and explosives (Grade VI A2p certification)

Fichet has developed both these ranges of security doors and
partitions to combine superior blast resistance against car bombs,
kamikaze attacks or industrial accidents together with higher
break-in resistance and ballistic protection against military-grade
weapons(e.g.Kalashnikovs).

InviKtus safes were designed to meet the highest expectations
of professionals. They combine the latest innovations to keep
abreast of changing risks while preserving practical features:
optimized storage space with a stunning reduction in weight—
10 to 20%.

Hygiaphone: the reference brand for mutual protection of
staff and visitors
Hygiaphone products prevent the spread of germs and
other pathogens without limiting the quality of verbal
exchanges at your reception desks. They offer the most
extensive range on the market: sliding trays, front-opening
counters, paypoint windows and intercom systems—also
including break-in, ballistic and fire resistance.

"Our market is becoming more and more complex—with ever
higher expectations. Our choice is to position ourselves
prominently as a manufacturer and to invest heavily in R&D and
innovation. Our ambition is to become Europe’s reference
medium-size company for this market."
Julien Laforets,
President of Fichet Group

ABOUT FICHET
Fichet Group is France’s leading supplier of equipment, services and IT-ecosystems
dedicated to the security of private organizations and government institutions against all
types of risks—from basic to extreme.
Fichet designs gradual protection environments based on the complementarity of
resources to protect the personnel, data and material assets of its clients.
Fichet Group operates in France (with 14 local branches and 2 production sites), Belgium
and Luxembourg. It also exports internationally.
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